The fight between the TCCP and some Congress leaders is going on with TCCP Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao taking action against TCCP Working President B. Abhijit Muhurtham.

Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao has come down heavily on the Centre and declared that the NDA Government has failed miserably.

“The BJP Government must go. To pull them out of the Centre and they must be put on the Centre seat. If a number of black hearts have increased in the Centre, an election should come,” he said. He was addressing a press meet after the TRS meeting held at the Telangana High Court premises.

The TCCP handed over Jagga Reddy aka Jagga Reddy. Working President T. Jaya Prakash Revanth Reddy takes action, strips Abhijit Muhurtham:

Revanth Reddy takes action, strips Jagga of additional responsibilities.

Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao has demanded a single policy across the country for procuring food grains and called for a ‘One Nation – One Procurement Policy’ Status like Punjab, Gujarat and Telangana cannot have different rules for procurement, he said. “The BJP Government is not able to form a single policy for farmers, KCR demanded that the Centre should procure paddy.

The TCCP handed over Jagga Reddy to the government for using the Bhavan on Monday.

Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao addressing a press meet after the TRS meeting held at the Telangana High Court premises.

Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao on Monday.

The 132 people included 123 passengers and nine crew members, the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) said.
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The civil aviation administration of China (CAAC) announced the accident.
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In the last five years, with two new airports, 19 biotechnology organisations have come up in three clusters in the country, it said.

The 132 people included 123 passengers and nine crew members, the CAAC said.
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To purchase raw rice from TS, ails Goyal

A Chinese passenger plane with 132 people on board crashed in the southeastern Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region on Monday, the regional emergency management department said.

The 132 people on board crashed in Tengxian Autonomous Region on Monday, the CAAC announced.

No leaves permitted to RST staff for 3 months.

The number of casualties is not clear yet, the report said.

Revolution in the field of biotechnology will be achieved after the technical changes, the Indian President said.

KCR demands national procurement policy

We are working for our farmers not Pakistani or American farmers

TRS to take up ‘action oriented’ fight over paddy procurement.

Govt mulls Covid booster shots for all above 18 yrs

KCR meets companies head in San Diego in the US

chemveda life sciences to invest Rs 150 cr

chemveda life sciences will invest Rs 150 crore for expanding its facility in san diego.
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The Centre has ordered all-out rescue efforts after information about a crash in media reports.
BJP will restore to Kashmir its past glory, uphold Kashmiriyat

The first step in making the dreams of Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu of organisation of Telangana farmers a reality is the creation of a union of farmers for cultivation of turmeric. The state government has already offered to the farmers to set up their own cooperative societies for the sale of turmeric. The farmers are now walking on the road towards self-reliance.

In the wake of the government's offer, the farmers have started discussing the formation of a farmers' union. The farmers have already taken the first step towards this goal by forming a committee to look into the matter.

The farmers' union will be formed with the aim of providing a platform for the farmers to collectively take decisions on agricultural issues. The union will also help in the development of the turmeric industry, which is witnessing a surge in demand in recent times.

The farmers are hopeful that the formation of the union will help them in obtaining better prices for their produce and in combating the challenges posed by the ever-increasing competition in the market.

In conclusion, the formation of the farmers' union is a significant step towards the organisation of Telangana farmers and the development of the turmeric industry. The farmers are optimistic about the success of this new initiative and are looking forward to a brighter future.

KCR's bid for Open-Up圭et gets a boost

The Telangana government has taken a proactive step in the direction of improving the state's economy by approving the formation of a state-level committee to oversee the implementation of the open-up policy. The committee will be headed by the chief minister, who will hold its first meeting on January 15.

The open-up policy aims to attract more foreign investment into the state and promote the growth of the tourism and hospitality sector. The approval of this policy is expected to create a positive atmosphere for businesses and investors in the state.

The state government has already started implementing the open-up policy in various parts of the state, and the formation of the committee signals its commitment to furthering this initiative. The committee will work towards creating a conducive environment for businesses and investors to thrive in the state, thereby boosting the state's economy.
**No leaves permitted to RTC staff for three months**

Director, Welfare of Disabled and Ex-Servicemen, Telangana State Transport Corporation, informed that all staff would be on leave without pay for three months. The decision was taken at a meeting held recently.

**Covid Task Force said, “Now we have a lot of problems as we are giving high priority to the elderly.”**

Chairman of National IMA, Dr. B. Akash Kumar, while speaking at an event on Monday said that the elderly have a higher chance of contracting the virus than the rest of the world.

**PNS**

---

**Man held for public toilet theft**

Shankar Dutta (25), who works as a security guard in the UoH, was arrested by the police and produced before the Magistrate’s Court for remand.

**GHMC neglect: Feed the Need fridges get damaged**

Apple Home fridge in Jubilee Hills got damaged during the police raid. The fridge was handed over to the beneficiaries.

**MHARB invites applications for renewal of MBBS courses**

The Medical Council of India (MCI) has invited applications for renewal of MBBS courses for students. The last date for submission of applications is 20th March 2023.

**Older adults at higher risk even after vaccination**

Older adults aged 70 and above are at higher risk even after getting vaccinated. A study found that the death rate among adults aged 70 and above was three times more than that of young adults aged 18 to 29 years. The study compared to that of children aged 0 to 11 years.

**Applications open for unemployed among disabled**

Director, Welfare of Disabled and Ex-Servicemen, Telangana State Transport Corporation, informed that all staff would be on leave without pay for three months.

**Man held for public toilet theft**

Shankar Dutta (25), who works as a security guard in the UoH, was arrested by the police and produced before the Magistrate’s Court for remand.

**Men hold urine as a ‘canal’ and the cases have increased by many times.**

Empress said that she has noticed an increase in the number of cases where men urinate in public places. This has been a worrying trend.

**The other unnecessary terrains are those of the amount collection by the tax department.**

The tax department has been raising more than the required amount.

**“We also have the problem of drug addiction in our society. The targeted amount is by the end of this fiscal. Some people turn out to be a cause. As we go for voluntary retirement. We are at season’s summer debt to have health issues along with issues of mental stress due to mental stress.**

**Director, Welfare of Disabled and Ex-Servicemen, Telangana State Transport Corporation, informed that all staff would be on leave without pay for three months.**
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**Telangana's debts lesser than that of many other states**

With the due of arrears going on, it was found that Telangana has debt of Rs 63,258 crore but not only BFP and Congress but also the TRS and the Janata Dal-U reaches this amount. As per data tabled in the Assembly, the figures are as follows: Haryana Rs 1,65,613 crore, Telangana Rs 63,258 crore, Rajasthan Rs 56,250 crore and Maharashtra Rs 56,250 crore. The figures of Telangana have been tabled in the Assembly. Prof. Kanchanreddy Rao on the matter said that the people of Telangana have not taken loan from the state government but the state government has taken loan from the outside. The main amount of Rs 63,258 crore of Telangana has been tabled in the Assembly.

---

**TS crosses 6 crore milestone in jab**

The TS Police have crossed the six crore mark jab. Health Minister Harish Rao has emphasized that the people of Telangana should get jab as soon as possible to curb the further spread of COVID-19.

---

**Telangana crossed the milestone of 5 crore vaccine recipients**

Health Minister Harish Rao said that the government is continuously working towards the target of 5 crore vaccine recipients. He also emphasized that the people of Telangana should get jab as soon as possible to curb the further spread of COVID-19.

---

**Telangana: Crisis in Marredpally due to drinking**

Residents have complained that the liquor shops in the area are causing trouble to them. They have asked for the closure of the liquor shops and the police have assured them of taking action.

---

**Telangana:**

Telangana is a state in India, located in the southern part of the country. It was created on 2nd June 2014, through the division of Andhra Pradesh. The state covers an area of 57,500 square miles and has a population of approximately 8.4 million. Telangana is a multi-lingual state with Telugu being the official language. The state capital is Hyderabad. Telangana is known for its rich cultural heritage, including architecture, music, dance, and traditional arts. The state is also home to several national parks and wildlife sanctuaries, which are popular tourist destinations. The economy of the state is diversified, with industries such as information technology, electronics, pharmaceuticals, and agriculture contributing to its GDP. Telangana is also known for its educational institutions and research institutes, including the Indian Institute of Technology, Hyderabad. The state has a rich tradition of music and dance, with classical and folk forms being widely practiced and enjoyed. Telangana is also known for its festivals and celebrations, such as the Surya Puja and the Telangana Nirmala Paksha. The state government has been working to promote tourism, infrastructure development, and economic growth, aiming to make the state a hub of innovation and scientific research. Telangana is home to several historical places and monuments, including Fort Charminar, Golconda Fort, and the Ibrahim Manzil. The state is also known for its IT industry, with Hyderabad being a hub for information technology companies.
Israel calls for enhanced alliance with India in water sector

Minister Naftali Bennett has branded India as “a key partner” in his country’s efforts to address the growing water crisis. Bennett’s remarks come in the context of the recent Indian water disaster that claimed the lives of hundreds of people. Bennett expressed his condolences to the families of the victims and said that India should be given a prominent role in the global water management efforts.

He also praised India’s efforts to provide reliable water supplies to its citizens and said that India should be promoted as a model for other countries to follow. Bennett also highlighted the importance of collaboration between the two countries in the field of water management.

Biren Singh sworn-in as Manipur CM, 5 others take oath as ministers

Biren Singh, who was the leader of the BJP legislature party, was sworn in as the chief minister of Manipur on Monday. Singh was accompanied by five cabinet ministers, including Nana Patole, who was sworn in as the chief minister of Nagaland.

Singh said during his inaugural address that the government would focus on providing better facilities to the people. He also announced the introduction of a new policy to provide access to drinking water for all households.

India’s foreign policy speaks for itself: Shringla

The foreign minister, S Jaishankar, said in a speech on Monday that India will continue to pursue an independent foreign policy. He said that India’s foreign policy is based on its own interests and is not influenced by any external pressures.

He also said that India is committed to promoting peace and stability in the world. He expressed his views on the current situation in Afghanistan and said that India would continue to support the Afghan government.

Call on extra attempt in UPSC exam will have to be taken by DoPT: Centre

The Centre has said that the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) has to make a statement in the Supreme Court in this regard. The bench had observed that last time it was the UPSC which had to make a statement.

The Centre had also informed the Court that it would have to be taken essentially by the union government.

HC refuses plea to recover 1 Rs.1 tmn debt from Pak

The Delhi High Court on Wednesday refused to entertain a plea by the Union government for recovery of Rs.1 trillion debt owed by Pakistan to India. The government had been seeking the recovery of the debt that the Indian Army had to pay to Pakistan after the 1999 Kargil War.

The government had argued that the debt was due to India’s military expenditure on the Kargil War. The court, however, refused to entertain the plea and said that it was not in the court’s jurisdiction to entertain such a matter.
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Need for sensitivity

In the context of Pocso acquisitions, employ a sensible approach in minor girls’ cases

A

prone-based girl, in her early teens, attended a “good-touch-bad-touch” sexual awareness session in the school last week. She had previously realized that her grandfather, father and older brother had been bad-touching her for the last five years. She is a shy little girl who attended the session and she is now under the protection of the Children from Sexual Offences (Pocso) Act, Counselling and a security measure can mend her over time. But the Pocso Act itself is causing a debate in the public sphere. The Act specifically deals with sexual offences against minor children, under 18. Of late, hundreds of cases relating to romantic relationships—which mostly revolve around consent—are being filed under Pocso. Both the special Pocso courts and several High Courts are facing a tough time applying the provisions of the Act for sexual offenders to young or teen girls involved in romantic relationships. For instance, there is no question of bail for the accused in sexual offence cases. Or, even if the accused claims the under-aged girl gave her consent for a sexual encounter, such consent of a minor is deemed not valid. So, the accused gets no protection under the consent clause. How can the courts weigh the affection a Kerala girl could ever brand on her relationship with an adult man and minor girl who had consensual sex and see how the relationship turns harmless, and the man is charged with sexually harassing the minor or luring her away?

A minor girl is consented, so Pocso will recheck her consent. Probably, the Act is trap- ping a lot of cases, the courts are too liberal in applying standards that are not as harsh as Pocso provisions. Last week, a special court gave bail to a 27-year-old man who spent 30 days in jail on a love relationship with a minor girl went south and he was accused by the girl’s mother of raping her and stripping her and then, took her to a different state. There are scores of such cases where courts have granted bail to the man. The Madras High Court too recently granted bail to an older man who enticed a minor girl in Pocso acquisitions the Pocso itself to deal with consensual sex cases involving ore than 10. Teenage attraction, initiation with an older mate and attempts to avoid conser- vative attitudes of parents—all these are social facts which cannot be resolved by applying standards that are not as harsh as Pocso provi-
sions. The Sino-Soviet rift, the Cold War, the nuclear arms race, the mining of South Asia, the nuclear test ban, the environmental movement, the women’s movement…we have heard thousands of stories of species and individuals who have been tricked into participating in the sex trade.

A

urkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan announced a new €58 million fund to support small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Ukraine which calls for urgent introspection by the ruling party.

It is the only State in the country that has seen entrepreneurs from other States started entering Kerala since there was a scarcity of casual work-
er pastures. Things have undergone a sea change since the 1980s as fortune seek-
er. However, entrepreneurs are fleeing Kerala or committing suicide or are being hounded by trade unions, entrepreneurs are fleeing Kerala or committing suicide or are being hounded by trade unions, it is the only State in the country that has seen entrepreneurs committing suicide due to Government apathy and militant workers.

Keralites are living a good life ever since the Supreme Court gave a judgment in 2005 that said a poor Dalit girl can have nothing to do with the rich man she married.
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**FIRST COLUMN**

**DRIVING CHANGE AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH**

The aim is to adopt a multi-disciplinary approach to higher education

---

**GUPTA UTTAM**

**THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD MAINTAIN A RESERVE OF GAS TO EQUAL A PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL USE WHICH CAN BE USED AS BUFFER TO MEET DEMAND AT AFFORDABLE PRICE DURING CRISIS**

The Ugandan gas reserve has exposed the vulnerabilities in India's gas supply chain. Gas (G) is around 4-7% of global consumption. India's relentless push to increase its share of G (from 2000 to 22%) is met with import as liquid fuel (liquefied natural gas (LNG)) or gas (LNG).

The Ugandan gas reserve makes it evident that India, in its quest to become a major player in the gas market, has failed to adequately prepare for the potential disruptions in the market. This is further highlighted by the recent gas crisis in Europe, where the reliance on imported gas has led to a significant increase in gas prices.

India has also been dependent on imports to meet its gas demand, particularly in the power sector and for industrial purposes. The government has been investing heavily in the gas sector, with plans to increase the country's gas production and consumption.

**ENERGY SECURITY**

India has been importing gas to meet its energy needs, with LNG being the primary source. However, the increasing cost of LNG imports due to the volatile global gas market has highlighted the need for India to diversify its energy sources.

India has been exploring alternatives to LNG, such as domestic natural gas production and the exploitation of unconventional gas resources like coal bed methane and tight gas. The government has been pushing for the expansion of domestic gas production, with the aim of reducing the country's dependence on imports.

India has also been working on developing a gas infrastructure to support the growth of the gas market. This includes the expansion of gas pipelines and the development of gas storage facilities.

**GAS IMPORT**

The government has been negotiating deals with various countries to secure long-term contracts for gas imports, particularly from the Middle East. These deals are crucial for ensuring a steady supply of gas to India's energy market.

India has also been exploring the possibility of importing gas from other regions, such as the Persian Gulf and South America, to diversify its gas sources. The government has been working on developing the necessary infrastructure to support these imports.

**CONCLUSION**

India's gas strategy has been driven by its energy security concerns, with a focus on diversifying its energy sources and reducing its dependence on imported gas. The government has been working on various initiatives to support the growth of the gas market, including the expansion of domestic gas production and the development of gas infrastructure.

India has also been negotiating deals with various countries to secure long-term contracts for gas imports, particularly from the Middle East. These deals are crucial for ensuring a steady supply of gas to India's energy market.

India has also been exploring the possibility of importing gas from other regions, such as the Persian Gulf and South America, to diversify its gas sources. The government has been working on developing the necessary infrastructure to support these imports.
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India’s economy better placed to deal with any challenge: RBI

The Reserve Bank Governor, Shaktikanta Das, told reporters on Monday that the central bank is keeping a close watch on the Ukraine war and related events and has the wherewithal to deal with any challenge, whether it is inflation, a recession or anything else.

On Tuesday, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Shaktikanta Das assured the media that the Indian economy is well oiled with the infrastructure, regular collaboration and necessary steps to augment capacity of the industry that the RBI will continue to monitor and work closely with the industry.

The governor also said that there are a handful of economic events this week and the economy is well oiled with the infrastructure, regular collaboration and necessary steps to augment capacity of the industry that the RBI will continue to monitor and work closely with the industry.

In today’s press conference, the RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das assured that the Indian economy is well oiled with the infrastructure, regular collaboration and necessary steps to augment capacity of the industry that the RBI will continue to monitor and work closely with the industry.
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Uniqueness in my clothing pieces defines me: Urfi Javed

I love dressing up. It's my passion. A piece of art that tells a story. Whether it's a one-of-a-kind creation or something you've curated from your closet, every outfit screams originality — she

For the COVID-19 outbreak, people who sit for too long are at a greater risk for heart disease, diabetes, and even certain types of cancer. However, by getting up and walking during the day, we can help reduce the risk of these health problems.

Feeling overwhelmed? Don't worry, you're not alone. Feeling overwhelmed is a normal reaction to stress. Here are some tips to help you manage your feelings:

1. Take deep breaths: When you're feeling overwhelmed, try taking slow, deep breaths. This can help calm your mind and body.

2. Break tasks into smaller steps: When you have a lot to do, it can be overwhelming. Break your tasks into smaller, manageable steps.

3.优先处理重要事件: 专注于处理最重要的任务。将精力和资源投入到最重要的任务中，可以帮助你更好地管理自己的时间。

4. 保持健康的生活方式: 健康的生活方式可以帮助你更好地应对压力。确保你有足够的睡眠，保持健康的饮食，进行定期的运动。

5. 与他人沟通: 与家人、朋友或专业人士分享你的感受。他们可以提供支持和建议，帮助你更好地处理压力。

6. 专注于当下: 将注意力集中在当前的任务上，而不是过去或未来。这可以帮助你减少压力和焦虑。

7. 保持积极的心态: 保持积极的态度可以帮助你更好地应对压力。试着寻找快乐的事情，保持乐观的心态。

The impact of food on health: Food plays a vital role in human health and well-being. It provides energy, nutrients, and helps to maintain a healthy weight and overall health.

We will be using more wearable technology to track our health. The professionals from Sonam bring a dearth of knowledge to our health and wellness industry.

For those who want to track their health, Sonam will be a great partner. She will be next seen in filmmaker Sujoy Ghosh's directorial venture, "The Zoya Factor," where she plays the role of an underdog athlete.

Sonam Kapoor, Anand Ahuja

predicted to welcome the baby around fall 2022, " Sonam wrote. Sonam, known for her on-screen chemistry with husband Anand Ahuja, has been making headlines for her pregnancy. Sonam and Anand tied the knot in 2018. Sonam has been featuring in films and TV shows recently.
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Sutraa is presenting its festive exclusive “UGADI SPECIAL” — SUTRAA EXHIBITION, from March 29 to 31 at Hotel Taj Krishna, Banjara Hills. Actress Chandu, along with fashion lovers and models graced the curtain raiser event held in the city.

Helping Hands

Ambrosia Clinic, known for its excellence in plastic surgery and aesthetic medicine, has launched unique technology "Stim Sure" at Ambrosia Clinic, Banjara Hills. Actress Samantha Ruth Prabhu graced the event and formally inaugurated the new technology. This launch marks the first time in both Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.

What's Brewing?

Ambrosia Clinic is known for its excellence in plastic surgery and aesthetic medicine. The clinic has launched a unique technology called "Stim Sure" at Ambrosia Clinic, Banjara Hills. Actress Samantha Ruth Prabhu graced the event and formally inaugurated the new technology. This launch marks the first time in both Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.
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Rules

Each row and column can contain each number (1 to 9) exactly once.

The sum of all numbers in any row or column must equal 45.
**RRR**

**cinematographer KK Senthil Kumar's revelation on film's VFX**

Prolific cinematographer KK Senthil Kumar, who recently visited the media regarding his upcoming grand-scale RRR, declared that the film's special effects will be achieved using VFX. The film's director, SS Rajamouli, has revealed that the film will feature a plethora of VFX sequences, including an extended action sequence set in the psychedelic city of Hyderabad. The VFX team has been working on the film's VFX for the past year, and the film is expected to be released in theatres in December.

**RRA team visits Golden Temple in Amritsar to seek blessings**

The team of 9 RRR engineers along with Senthil Kumar visited the Holy Golden Temple in Amritsar to seek blessings for the movie's release. Apart from Chiranjeevi, Ram Charan and Devata, the movie's director SS Rajamouli and actors NTR Jr., Samantha, Ram Charan, Alia Bhatt, and Prabhas are to be visited in the same temple.

**RRR**

**First single from KGF–Chapter 2 opens to positive response**

The first single from KGF–Chapter 2, titled "Oh Saathi Chal", has been released and is receiving positive feedback from both fans and critics. The song, which is directed by Prashanth Neel and produced by Vijay Kiragandur under the banner of Hombale Films, has been set in a thrilling action sequence and features Shraddha Srinath and Pranav Mohanlal in lead roles. The song has been composed by Anirudh Ravichander and features an upbeat and pulsating score.

**Samantha is the new face of Fanta**

Aishwarya Rajnikanth to make her directorial debut in Bollywood

Aishwarya Rajinikanth, daughter of actor Rajinikanth, has made a strong entry into Bollywood with her directorial debut, "Oh Saathi Chal". The film, which was set in the North Territory, has been produced by Aishwarya's husband, actor Abhishek Bachchan, and has been directed by Aishwarya herself. The film has been well-received by both fans and critics, and has been praised for its strong narrative and acting performances.

**Ukrainian beauty roped in for Anudeep KV, Sivakartikeyan's next**

Ukrainian beauty Anushka, who has been roped in for the Telugu film of Sivakartikeyan, has also been roped in for Anudeep KV's Telugu film. The actress, who has been a part of Bollywood and South Indian films, will be seen in a pivotal role in the film. The film is being produced by Aishwarya Rajinikanth and is directed by Anudeep KV. The film is expected to hit the screens in 2023.
American Fritz hands Rafa his first 2022 defeat to lift Indian Wells trophy
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American Fritz hands Rafa his first 2022 defeat to lift Indian Wells trophy

Fritz, who went 5-0 at Indian Wells this season, hit 29 winners to 18 unforced errors, which included a pair of double faults, in his 6-4, 6-3 win over Nadal.

The 30-year-old Fritz was also pushing hard to win his first Masters title and was especially determined to upstage Nadal after the Spaniard revealed his son Stratos, 3, was called out for jumping on the court when Nadal hit a shot during their match in 2022.

"It’s the first time I’ve been ranked in the top 10 in my career," Fritz said. "I wasn’t expecting to be in that position, honestly, otherwise I might have played 2022 Indian Wells with a bigger appetite."